Essential Reading Second Edition Student Book 1

Essential Vocabulary

The following are words from this book which are in The Academic Word List. The unit where the word appears is shown in brackets. Words in italics are the most frequently used in their respective word families. Both British and American spellings are included in the list.

Sublist 1

analyse
analysed, analyser, analysers, analyses, analyzing, analysis, analyst, analysts, analytic, analytical, analytically, analyze (U6), analyzed, analyzes, analyzing

area (U2)
areas (U6)

authority (U11)
authoritative, authorities

available (U6)
availability, unavailable

context (U2)
contexts, contextual, contextualise, contextualised, contextualising, uncontextualised, contextualize, contextualized, contextualizing, uncontextualized

contract (U11)
contracted, contracting, contractor, contractors, contracts

create (U11)
created (U11), creates, creating (U11), creation, creations, creative (U7), creatively (U7), creativity, creator, creators, recreate, recreated, recreates, recreating

define
definable, defined, defines, defining, definition (U5), definitions (U1), redefine, redefined, redefines, redefining, undefined

distribute (U4)
distributed, distributing, distribution, distributional, distributions, distributive, distributor, distributors, redistribute, redistributed, redistributes, redistributing, redistribution
economy
economic (U8), economical, economically, economics, economies, economist, economists, uneconomical

estimate (U9)
estimated, estimates, estimating, estimation, estimations, over-estimate, overestimate, overestimated, overestimates, overestimating, underestimate, underestimated, underestimates, underestimating

factor (U11)
factored, factoring, factors

finance
financed, finances, financial (U2), financially, financier, financiers, financing

identify (U2)
identifiable, identification, identified, identifies, identifying, identities, identity, unidentifiable

involve
involved (U4), involvement, involves (U4), involving, uninvolved

legal
illegal (U5), illegality, illegally, legality, legally

percent
percentage, percentages (U2)

period (U4)
periodic, periodical, periodically, periodicals, periods

process (U2)
processed, processes, processing

research (U4)
researched, researcher, researchers, researches, researching

respond (U9)
responded, respondent, respondents, responding, responds, response, responses, responsive, responsiveness, unresponsive

similar (U2)
dissimilar, similarities, similarity, similarly
source (U4)
sourced, sources (U4), sourcing

Sublist 2

achieve (U1)
achievable, achieved, achievement (U10), achievements, achieves, achieving

aspect
aspects (U10)

assist
assistance, assistant, assistants (U2), assisted (R7), assisting, assists, unassisted

category
categories (U12), categorisation, categorise, categorised, categorises, categorising, categorization, categorized, categorizes, categorizing (U8)

community (U8)
communities

compute
computation, computational, computations, computable, computer (U1), computed, computerised, computers (U4), computing

consequent
consequence (U5), consequences, consequently

construct
constructed, constructing, construction (U2), constructions, constructive, constructs, reconstruct, reconstructed, reconstructing, reconstruction, reconstructs

credit (U5)
credited, crediting, creditor, creditors, credits

culture (U10)
cultural (U10), culturally, cultured, cultures (U2), uncultured

design
designed (U3), designer (U3), designers (U3), designing (U4), designs (U3)

element
elements (U4)
evaluate
evaluated, evaluates, evaluating (U4), evaluation, evaluations, evaluative, re-evaluate, re-evaluated, re-evaluates, re-evaluating, re-evaluation

final (U6)
finalise, finalised, finalises, finalising, finalize, finalized, finalizes, finalizing, finality, finally, finals

focus (U5)
focused, focuses, focusing, focussed, focussing, refocus, refocused, refocusses, refocusing, refocussed, refocussing, refocussing

impact (U4)
impacted, impacting, impacts

injure
injured (U10), injures, injuries (U10), injuring, injury, uninjured

invest (U12)
invested, investing (U12), investment, investments, investor, investors, invests, reinvest, reinvested, reinvesting, reinvestment, reinvests

item
itemisation, itemise, itemised, itemises, itemising, items (U6)

normal (U5)
abnormal, abnormally, normalisation, normalise, normalised, normalises, normalising, normalization, normalize, normalized, normalizes, normalizing, normality, normally

obtain (U12)
obtainable, obtained, obtaining, obtains, unobtainable

participate
participant, participants (U7), participated, participates, participating, participation, participatory

positive (U2)
positively

potential (U7)
potentially

previous (U10)
previously
range (U6)
ranged, ranges, ranging

relevant (U4)
irrelevance, irrelevant, relevance

restrict
restricted, restricting (U6), restriction, restrictions, restrictive, restrictively, restricts, unrestricted, unrestrictive

seek (U5)
seeking, seeks, sought

select (U6)
selected, selecting, selection, selections, selective, selectively, selector, selectors, selects

site
sites (U2)

text (U1)
texts, textual

tradition
non-traditional (U6), traditional, traditionalist, traditionally, traditions

Sublist 3

contribute
contributed, contributes (U6), contributing, contribution, contributions, contributor, contributors

criteria (U3)
criterion

fund (U10)
funded, funder, funders, funding, funds

justify
justifiable, justifiably, justification, justifications, justified (U4), justifies, justifying, unjustified

negate
negative (U2), negated, negates, negating, negatively, negatives
partner
partners (U7), partnership, partnerships

publish (U5)
published, publisher, publishers, publishes, publishing, unpublished

rely (U4)
reliability, reliable (U4), reliably, reliance, reliant, relied, relies, relying, unreliable

technology (U1)
technological, technologically

Sublist 4

access (U3)
accessed, accesses, accessibility, accessible, accessing, inaccessible

communicate (U10)
communicable, communicated, communicates, communicating, communication (U10), communications, communicative, communicatively, uncommunicative

contrast (U11)
contrasted, contrasting, contrastive, contrasts

dimension
dimensional (U4), dimensions (U4), multidimensional

error
erroneous, erroneously, errors (U1)

goal (U6)
goals (U10)

job (U1)
jobs (U2)

label (U1)
labeled, labeling, labelled, labelling, labels (U1)

option (R6)
optional, options (U3)
predict
predictability, predictable, predictably, predicted, predicting (U1), prediction, predictions, predicts, unpredictability, unpredictable

stress (U5)
stressed, stresses, stressful, stressing, unstressed

summary
summaries, summarise, summarised, summarises, summarising, summarisation, summarisations, summarization, summarizations, summarize (R2), summarized, summarizes, summarizing

Sublist 5

aware (U4)
awareness (U10), unaware

capacity (R6)
capacities, incapacitate, incapacitated

clause (U1)
clauses (U9)

compound (U8)
compounded, compounding, compounds (U8)

contact (U7)
contactable, contacted, contacting, contacts

enable (U6)
enabled, enables, enabling

expand (U8)
expanded, expanding (6), expands, expansion, expansionism, expansive

generate (U7)
generated, generates, generating

medical (U5)
medically

network (U5)
networked, networking (U5), networks
reject (U9)
rejected, rejecting, rejection, rejects, rejections

style (U5)
styled, styles, styling, stylish, stylise, stylised, stylises, stylising, stylize, stylized, stylizes, stylizing

substitute (U10)
substituted, substitutes (U10), substituting, substitution

symbol (U11)
symbolic, symbolically, symbolise, symbolises, symbolised, symbolising, symbolism, symbolize, symbolized, symbolizes, symbolizing, symbols

trend
trends (U6)

Sublist 6

bond (U10)
bonded, bonding, bonds

cite
citation, citations, cited, citing, cites (U2)

display
displayed, displaying, displays (U6)

diverse (U9)
diversely, diversification, diversified, diversifies, diversify, diversifying, diversity

expert (U5)
expertise, expertly, experts

intelligent (U1)
intelligence, intelligently, unintelligent

recover (R12)
recoverable, recovered, recovering, recovers, recovery
Sublist 7

adapt (U1)
adaptability, adaptable, adaptation, adaptations, adapted, adapting, adaptive, adapts

adult (R1)
adulthood, adults

chemical
chemically, chemicals (R12)

classic
classical (R11), classics

couple (U7)
coupled, coupling, couples (R7)

decade (U5)
decades

definite
definitely (U12), definitive, indefinite, indefinitely

equip
equipment (U6), equipped, equipping, equips

extract (R6)
extracted, extracting, extraction, extracts (R1)

foundation (U10)
foundations

grade
graded, grades (U9), grading,

infer
inference, inferences, inferred, inferring (U1), infers

media (U1)

phenomenon (U5)
phenomena, phenomenal
prohibit
prohibited, prohibiting, prohibition, prohibitions, prohibitive, prohibits (U5)

release (U4)
released (U4), releases, releasing

submit (U9)
submission, submissions, submits, submitted, submitting

topic (U2)
topical, topics (U11)

unique (U6)
uniquely, uniqueness

Sublist 8

crucial (U10)
crucially

currency (U8)
currencies

paragraph (U6)
paragraphing, paragraphs (U1)

theme (U10)
themes, thematic, thematically

Sublist 9

accommodate
accommodated, accommodates, accommodating, accommodation (R3)

found (R4)
foundered, founder, founders, founding, unfounded

medium (U1)

relax (U1)
relaxation, relaxed (U10), relaxes, relaxing
revolution (U8)
revolutionary, revolutionaries, revolutionise, revolutionised, revolutionises, revolutionising, revolutionist, revolutionists, revolutionize, revolutionized, revolutionizes, revolutionizing, revolutions

team (U3)
teamed, teaming, teams (U1)

temporary (U9)
temporarily

vision (U4)
visions

Sublist 10

derpress
depressed, depresses, depressing, depression (U12)

panel (U4)
panelled, panelling, panels

Words from The Academic Word List are reproduced with permission of Dr Averil Coxhead.